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Brief Intro: In Evolutionary Astrology, we look at certain placements in a person’s natal chart 
(pictured above), which gives us a window to look through into their “soul.”  Obviously, there 
is a lot of complex information that [I don’t think] could ever be entirely decoded; however, 
there are different processes that give a lot of insight into what soul-journey a person is on. 
One way to look at this is from a reincarnation standpoint wherein a person’s soul incarnates 
into different lives to learn and master certain lessons.  If the lessons aren’t fully grasped, then 
the soul will come back to learn.  This is the “true” interpretation of karma.  For people who do 
not believe in reincarnation or past-lives (which is totally fine!), another way to look at this 
astrological process is to imagine being born with a spiritual composition that involves varying 
degrees of inherited traits and tendencies that are meant to be recognized, explored, and 
healed.  We mostly look at the lunar South and North nodal placements, which informs us of 
who you may have been in your most recent past life or set of past lives.  We can get an idea of 
what it may have felt like to be you.  A lot of the themes will echo into your current lifetime. 
We can see what some of the challenges were (and likely are) along with the direction your 
soul is on.  Also, when we look at the “past,” it errs more on the negative/shadow side so that 
we can get more of an idea of what we are here to heal and correct. 
 

YOUR “PAST” - WHO YOU HAVE BEEN: 
Lunar South Node in Gemini 9th House 
→ Mercury in Pisces 6th House 
 
In your most recent past life (or set of past lifetimes), you had a tremendous ability to think 
quickly.  You spent your life, hungry for stimulation.  You were quite a “chatty” person, who 
always had A LOT to say, whether through verbal communication or writing.  You lived your 
life with a youthful spirit, which likely got you into some trouble.  Because of your intellectual 
and, perhaps, impulsive nature, you may have found yourself caught up in a lot of unstable 
commitments.  It was very possible that you spent a lot of your time going in a million 
directions, without ever fully developing a specific mission.  Your energy was very scattered, 
which likely caused you to lose a sense of perspective.  You may have been driven by the need 
to be an “expert” without the experience necessary to take on that role.  Because of this 
conflict, you might have found yourself in situations where you had to use your wit and 
sharp-tongue to manipulate your way throughout the world. 
The following are some possible ways that your past lives may have manifested: 

● You might have been a world-traveler who spent so much time in so many places, that 
you  ended up feeling like you “missed out” on life 

● You might have spent time as a journalist who was expected to “have all the answers” 
and, therefore, had to use too much persuasion or dishonesty to relieve some of the 
social pressure 

● You may have been a person who lived “under toxic orders,” and therefore, had to 
escape the overwhelming duties.  Escaping this toxic environment might have left you 
feeling somewhat culturally displaced. 
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● You might have been sold an illusion of a “better life” somewhere else, which may have 
actually got you caught up in more confusing and difficult situations 

● You could have been a teacher with A TON of information, and yet, felt like you lacked 
the wisdom that you truly needed to feel meaningful 

 
WHO YOU ARE BECOMING - YOUR “KARMIC MEDICINE”: 

Lunar North Node in Sagittarius 3rd House 
→ Jupiter in Libra 12th House Conjunct Libra Ascendant 
Saturn square Pluto 
 
In this lifetime, you’re being called to turn your intelligence and “mental processes” into 
something meaningful and well-rounded.  You’re being guided to refine your perception by 
adopting a philosophy for your life.  Rather than absorbing endless amounts of information that 
seem to keep you spinning in circles; it’s important to develop a “system” by which you can 
live.  Part of your divine mission is the “philosopher's quest.”  This process will require you to 
have faith in yourself when the unexpected occurs.  Because so much of your time is spent “in 
your head,” it’s very important for you to develop a committed practice where you can 
“detach” from your mental loops.  Things like meditation will help you step outside of your 
stimulated world and clarify concise goals. 
 
You are likely to experience a fear of “committing” to just one goal or aspiration.  It may seem 
like you’ll “miss out” on something more interesting or stimulating if you hone your focus on 
ONE thing; however, this is part of your mission in this lifetime - to develop expertise in a 
specific area.  So, this might require you to receive specialized or advanced training/education 
in something that feels meaningful to you.  Otherwise, you’ll feel like a student of a million 
different things.  If you are able to maintain focus and commitment to a field or area, it is quite 
possible that you will be invited to “stand at the podium” to teach the wisdom that you’ve 
diligently grown into.  You might find, later in life, that you are great at motivational speaking 
and are revered as a wise elder whom others seek for guidance and knowledge.  Tapping into 
your natural charismatic charm and diplomatic talents will allow you to find luck in whatever 
pursuits you may have. 
 
It is very important for you to look at any insecurities which you may have because if you do 
not notice or heal these things, you might find yourself drawn toward relationships that are 
limiting.  Finding an ideal partner is very important to you, and you will learn the most about 
yourself through your partner, so long as you are self-aware and introspective.  The type of 
partner that will accelerate your growth will be a person who embraces your individuality and 
unique spirit.  It’s important for them to inspire you to take beneficial action.  If they are 
assertive and initiate positive actions, you will be motivated to do the same.  Be careful not to 
get too caught up in your partner’s hopes and dreams that you sacrifice your own.  You like 
harmony and dislike confrontation, but don’t allow yourself to get caught up in 
passive-aggression if your needs aren’t being met.  This will cause you to feel resentful.  Be 
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sure to speak your truth because you might have a tendency to hold yourself back from 
shining in order to maintain a sense of emotional security. 
 
You might experience tension related to what you feel like you have to do and what you want to 
do.  Remind yourself of your resiliency so that you do not get stuck in or over-burdened in 
difficult situations that feel too hard to change.  If you open yourself up to change and 
unpredictability, you’ll recognize how strong you are able to handle anything that comes your 
way. 

 


